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INDUSTRIAL
EVOLUTION

A new type of revolution is on the horizon as creative
types flock to Clerkenwell for Design Week
Words RACHEL MANTOCK
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People like to pay
respect to the heritage
and quality
craftsmanship
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Industrial Swans
These compact, multi-functional robust
sculptural pieces were put together by
the Baker Street Boys collective and are
folded unusually, abstractly resembling
swans. Tomasz Danielec and Arek
Glanowski use materials in their purest
form possible, primarily Polish raw steel
and French oak blocks. Stating 19th
century London as their inspiration,
Danielec says that the way they use
materials is very much like how they were
used back then, only treating the steel
with an anti rust agent and nothing else,
as well as using old school machines to
cut and fold it.
The Baker Street Boys create with London
property in mind, resulting in statement
but compact pieces that have double
functions such as working as a bedside
table and magazine rack simultaneously,
catering to small spaces, like many of
London’s apartments. They will showcase
their new ‘pick and mix’ concept at
CDW whereby clients can pick their own
exclusive mix of materials such as
stainless and rusted steel for the body
and oak, cork and marble for the top,
combining their own choice of materials
together to create a premium
individualised piece.
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The Museum of Making
In the shape of a barn, made out of horizontal green and blue slabs, this unusual
mini pavilion is traditional and modern in equal measures. If you enter on the
blue side, it creates a stark and contemporary atmosphere, whereas if you enter
on the green side you get more of a feel for the rich history of Clerkenwell, with
rustic colours and exposed brickwork. Swedish practice, White Arkiteker has
created a space that engages with the outside, allowing those just walking past
to view what’s going on inside without actually having to enter. For those that
want to get stuck in, there is craft making going on inside, reminiscent of past
well established trades. As well as the obvious historical London design inﬂuences
seen in this installation, Scandinavian inﬂuences are also woven throughout,
particularly in the way light has been used and manipulated.
Director of their London studio, Linda Thiel says: ‘For half the year in Scandinavia,
it’s really quite dark so we have to work with how light represents space.’

The Sensorium Garden
Inspired by the 18th century pleasure gardens in Clerkenwell
and taking note of the lack of green public space in the
area today, HÅG and HASSELL collaborated to produce this
virtual reality, sensory garden experience.
Head of marketing at HÅG, Stacey Turner, says: ‘Sensorium
is an immersive experience that will play with smells, textures
and sound leading visitors to question how their senses
inﬂuence their experience of places. At the heart of the
garden will sit a mysterious black space offering guests
unexpected – even voyeuristic – perspectives of the
surrounding pleasure garden.’
Creative producer of HASSELL studio in London, Anna Rank,
explains that despite their 18th century inspiration for the
installation, they are not trying to take viewers back in time.
Rather, it’s much more of a lush green, ‘visual and
immersive feast’.
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CROATIA
COOL
Based in Zagreb, the north-western capital of
Croatia, Love, Ana Design Studio evolved after its
first exhibition at CDW in 2011. Designer Ana Tevši
Naukovic puts a lot of emphasis on using local materials
and reducing wastage, which was the story behind her
Crooked range that used MDF sheets in such a way that there
was absolutely nothing left to throw away. Naukovic
describes herself as a traditionalist with a twist and has gone
from being a one woman show to having a team behind her
in the space of a few months.
At CDW she’ll be giving three products their London debut.
Paperpot are collapsible waterproof plant pots, Voir is a
two in one jewellery holder and hand mirror, whilst
Traveller is a transportable lamp. Each product
has a strong design emphasis on portability
and voyaging, appealing to both sexes.

Gold Leaf & Glass
Making his ﬁrst piece of furniture for CDW, gold leaf sign painter Archie
Proudfoot is pushing himself beyond his normal line of work. Proudfoot says:
‘I learnt most of what I know about gold leaf painting from a book written in
America in the 60s that is no longer in print, by Raymond Le Blanc, and went
from there doing a few things for family and friends.’
He’s very much a futurist, which is unconventional for a gold leaf painter.
‘Many of those still doing gold leaf painting try to recreate the very
Victorian, turn of the century feel and I wanted to get away from that and
give it a more contemporary feel playing with block and bold colours.’
A Highbury native, Proudfoot describes Islington as his old stomping ground
with a great admiration for the old Arsenal stadium. ‘A lot of that art deco
inﬂuence and the clean lines are coming out in my work at the moment,’
he says. Long term, he wants to create murals in public spaces. A gold leaf
Banksy is in the making!
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Hand Crafted
Concrete
With a background in canvas painting, Darren
Rumley describes his departure into concrete hand
crafting as a natural experimental progression. His
Luna Lights that will show at CDW look like by
products of the stone the Ten Commandments
were inscribed into by divine power. Perfectly
rounded with a crack through the middle that looks
completely naturally occurring, these sculptures
look like exquisite accidents of nature, with the LED
lights at the core giving it a sprinkling of the
ethereal.
This celestial process of making starts off with a
pencil drawing which then matures into a clay
prototype before silicon and ﬁbreglass moulds are
made. Appropriately, these heavenly light
sculptures and furniture pieces are ﬁnished off with
a diamond polisher. Rumley is a modernist, but loves
the fusing of old and new if ‘done with integrity’.
The Elysian aesthetic that his creations exude so
effortlessly is partly to do with the unglamorous
nature of concrete; it doesn’t make sense in the
viewer’s mind that such a basic material can
produce such stunning visual gratiﬁcation.
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Pluck Kitchens will
launch their ﬁrst
range at CDW,
featuring locally
sourced wood and
high quality ﬁxtures
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The Everlasting
Kitchen
2MZ designs will launch Pluck at CDW,
modern kitchen furniture that adapts
and changes but most importantly
lasts, indeﬁnitely. Director George
Glasier says that they got tired of,
‘seeing kitchens of ﬁve years trashed
straight away because they weren’t ﬁt
for purpose anymore. We want
kitchens that last and we use materials
that last.
‘If you get bored of the look of the
kitchen, you have the option of
switching and changing speciﬁc units
and components without actually
having to remove and remodel the
whole kitchen.’
Pluck brings a breath of fresh air and a
new type of thinking to kitchen design,
producing a fun experience that has
the client at the forefront rather than
the manufacturer, tailoring everything
to the space in question. Aesthetically,
Pluck offers ‘no fads and no fuss’ with a
cool toned colour range alongside
luscious local wood that is dried out for
ﬁve years.

